Priestley Attends Architect's Meet
At Berkeley Campus

Ralph Priestley, head of the department of architectural engi neering at Cal Poly, left today for a meeting of architects associated with the University of California in San Francisco. He will attend a meeting of architects and engineers at the New York architectural convention, at which he will speak on recent trends in architecture.

The convention will be held in San Francisco, site of the World's Fair, and will include a tour of the fairgrounds and a visit to the Mission District.

New Milk Bottles Placed In Use By Dairy Department

Since Monday Cal Poly milk department officials have been using new milk bottles in the dairy department, which is located in the north wing of the college. The bottles are larger and more attractive, and will make it easier for the staff to handle them.

Wives Plan Garden Party

Cal Poly Student Wives club has scheduled a garden party dance for Friday night, April 28. Tickets are available from the club members, and the party will be held at the college.

Library Appointments

George Hunter
To Reference Post

Mary Lour Barker and George H. Rees have been appointed to the Cal Poly library, according to Francis B. Allam, head librarian.

Mrs. S. Baker from Deshaw, South Dakota, and a graduate of the University of Nebraska, has been appointed as assistant librarian. Miss Baker will remain at the college until the end of the semester.

Duncan Leads 1953 CCAA Officials

Miss Laura E. Severs, a graduate of the University of California at Los Angeles, has been appointed as the new assistant librarian at Cal Poly.

Margaret Lane, former cataloger, has been appointed as the new assistant librarian. Miss Lane was a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, and has been working in the catalog department for the past year.

VA Releases Dates For Graduate Work

Howard E. Hatfield, San Luis Obispo Veterans Administration office, has announced that the VA will conduct the next summer session for veterans this year. The sessions will be held from July 1 to August 31.

Veteran teachers must meet certain qualifications. They must have been in the armed forces for at least one year, and must have had at least one year of college.

The VA will conduct the sessions for the summer months in order to give veterans an opportunity to continue their education.

Keyser Success As Fat Check Arrives

Phil Keyser, agricultural/forestry major, pulled the right lever on his automatic typewriter, saw "Thank you" written on the page, and felt the weight of the fat check in his pocket.

The check, $125, was given to Keyser by the California Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, in recognition of his leadership in the field of recreation.

Having Trouble?

Guidance Center Remains Open For Summer Session

Are you wondering aimlessly through life? Would you like more info on your prospective job? Why not invade the hidden sanctuary of the Counseling Center, the largest on the coast. The sign over the door says, "Occupational Library," which is a bit of a misnomer. You do not have to be in the library to use it. You just have to find it. It is in the back room of the counseling center.1

Inside the library is a large collection of books, pamphlets, and other materials on the subject of the occupation. The library is open during the summer months, and is staffed by experienced guidance counselors.

Having trouble? Find the counselor who can help you. They are all qualified to help you, and will do it for free.

Library Open For Summer Session

Are you wondering aimlessly through life? Would you like more info on your prospective job? Why not invade the hidden sanctuary of the Counseling Center, the largest on the coast. The sign over the door says, "Occupational Library," which is a bit of a misnomer. You do not have to be in the library to use it. You just have to find it. It is in the back room of the counseling center.

Inside the library is a large collection of books, pamphlets, and other materials on the subject of the occupation. The library is open during the summer months, and is staffed by experienced guidance counselors.

Poly Grad Saves From Going To Junk

William E. Reddick, Cal Poly forestry major, was saved from a trip to the junkyard by the Poly staff, who were alerted by a passerby.

Reddick was driving his car when he encountered a flat tire. He was about to give up and call for help when he noticed a Poly staff member watching him.

The staff member approached Reddick and offered to help him change the tire. He was able to change the tire in a short time, and Reddick was able to continue his journey.

The Poly staff is always looking for ways to help students and the community, and they are always willing to lend a hand."
Dilemma Plagues Grid

During a four year span under the green and gold stands of the Administration building we have seen El Mustang editorialists editorializing, thanking, excusing and excoriating almost everything under the campus sun. But on this second Friday of April, we are writing for a different reason. The campus football board is facing the possibility of a shortage of student support. The football board has decided to raise prices for athletic events in order to maintain the quality of athletic programs. This decision has sparked a debate among students and fans, with some arguing that it is unfair to raise prices while others believe it is necessary to support the athletic programs.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

Orchids to feature writer Norman Martin for his recent letter in the April 15 edition of the dejected occupational soldier in Kilgore, Texas.

Students should realize that El Mustang has "The Last Fourth" page feature written by fine writers. Editor Pyle will agree that the paper will continue to feature fine writers. If you don't have to be on the staff to write for El Mustang.

E. Lindstrand
School Philosophy Applied To Young Swimming Group

Cal Poly's vocational philosophy was applied to 30 members of the program in the two-week swimming lessons from Oscar Edmisten the first six weeks of the summer ses-

School, the youngest, who ranged from 7 to 18 years of age, were
taken through a series of eighteen swimming skill. At the successful

School, they were divided into two groups, one led by five letter, FEDAD. They
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Poly Plays Part In Study Of Farm-City Relations

A Statewide Farm-City Relations Committee was appointed by the California Agricultural Education and Research Commission to promote better understanding and relations between cities and farm areas by education and good public relations practices, officials explain.

The expected result is more legislative attention to issues which affect both towndwellers and country people. The committee will not argue with candidates. Its aims are to be achieved by better understanding.

Poly may engage in the program through agriculture, journalism, and public relations functions with urban and rural areas. News of advances in agriculture and other fields will increase development here and will be given out by college officials.

"Big Sam"

(Continued form Page Three)

injured or not injured.

"Just being frank without being prejudiced, I haven't been able to recognize an outstanding player on the club, except one or two in the backfield. Seriously, I mean they are just half players like the find anywhere. They are mere on the sides of others. Now a new boy, but that's too extensive for the time. I'm in a position to hook up with the boys in the backfield, but I have no leagues in Canada. I agree in 48 hours, although there must be better decisions. The kids of the club may make up my mind."